
ClimaControl™
Heating &

Cooling powered
by Tempronics

technology.

ADS DRIVER
COMMERCIAL BUS, DELIVERY TRUCK

Patented, distributed thermoelectric technology
Fast and intense heat transfer capability
Single system provides cooling and heating by
reversing direction of current
Energy efficient, relief provided directly to user

North America’s toughest delivery truck seat is suitable for
any walk-in style delivery truck or specialty vehicle.

(not surrounding environment via HVAC)
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6-way tilt riser - Allows the widest variety of drivers a
comfortable position
Easily removeable seat cushion - Quick changeout for
maintenance
202A compliant back rest - Superior head and neck
support and protection
Infinitely adjustable recliner - Let's the driver find his or
her sweet spot
Heavy duty adjustable lumbar support - Increases driver

High quality molded foam cushions - Provides long
lasting comfort and support
ClimaControl™ heated seat and

Powered via 12v or requires

Works independently of

comfort and adjustability

back cushions.

a power source to install

vehicles HVAC system

Mechanical suspension
Heavy duty flip arm (RH)
Choice of fabrics with

6" Fore/aft slide tracks
heavy duty carpet back

options

features & benefits

Freedman Seating is committed to lessening our impact on the
planet. For your convenience, materials are now available online
to download at www.freedmanseating.com.

We are constantly updating and improving our seats; therefore we reserve the right to
change or modify specifications or materials without notice. All Freedman Seating
Company seats meet or exceed FMVS standards

Introducing our ADS Driver Seat with ClimaControl™ powered by
Tempronics technology. North America’s toughest delivery truck
seat is suitable for any walk-in style delivery truck or specialty
vehicle.
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Thermal imaging shows a heat
soaked ADS seat equipped with
ClimaControl™. The blue zones
are keeping the driver cool and
comfortable.

For truck seating products, contact our distributor
Suburban Seating & Safety at (973) 778-9227

or online www.suburbanseats.com.


